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1 Answer the following (Any four) 20
   i What is project Management? Discuss functional organization.
   ii Discuss cost and quality management in detail.
   iii Discuss the components of project scope statements
   iv Discuss skills of project manager.
   v Discuss PDM and ADM in detail

2 Answer the following (Any four) 20
   i Discuss various output of scheduling process
   ii Discuss steps of cost management plan
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iii Discuss tools & techniques of Qualitative Risk Analysis
iv Discuss various types of contract and procurement plan.
v Discuss cost of quality

3 Answer the following (Any Three)
   i Discuss tools & Techniques of developing project team
   ii Discuss quality assurance planning
   iii Discuss tools and techniques of administering procurements.
   iv Discuss how to manage the cost changes.
   v Discuss tools and techniques of managing project team

4  a EVM
   b Discuss Quality control tools in detail
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